What's Hot in Decorative Hardware

1. **ATLAS HOMEWARES** has expanded its finish options to include Warm Brass. With a golden sheen that is both modern and inviting, the finish can be used with the contemporary Tom Tom, the funky Conga, the traditional Wadsworth and the stately Elizabeth (shown) collections.

2. **ELEMENT DESIGNS**' new pulls are recessed into the company's aluminum frame doors and are available in two lengths to fit any cabinetry or sliding door application. The pulls come in finishes to match each of the aluminum frame door finishes, including natural aluminum, brushed stainless steel, chrome, arctic gold, onyx, oil-rubbed bronze, white, and black.

3. **BELWITH-KEELER** recently unveiled eight new collections of hardware inspired by architectural heritage and cultural classics. Shown here is Vale, which first appeared in the 1953 Modern Hardware catalog and has an exaggerated concave shape with a gentle slope.

4. **HARDWARE RESOURCES** has debuted the new Aiden Collection of decorative knobs and pulls. This collection not only adds bling to cabinet doors in transitional styles, but also boasts age-friendly functionality because of its easy-to-grab design.

5. The T-Bar Handle from BUSTER + PUNCH features a solid base with diamond-cut, knurled handle detailing and a T-shaped appearance. Finished with penny buttons and secured onto a circular back plate, the handle is best suited for industrial modern designs.

6. **RICHELIEU** is launching its new Collection of Decorative Hardware, which brings together a selection of more than 1,000 new knobs and pulls in distinctive materials and shapes. Offered in chrome, nickel and new finishes like honey bronze, champagne bronze and chocolate bronze, the collection also responds to a demand for warmer metallic tones.

7. The Art Deco Series from INOX was designed to transform utilitarian door locks, card readers and other hardware into custom-created, Jazz Age-style designs. The products are made from heavy-duty brass and include a commercial-grade, spring-assisted chassis for ease of operation and extreme durability.

8. **ROCKY MOUNTAIN HARDWARE** is a revived design that was originally commissioned nearly two decades ago for a mid-century home in Oklahoma. The collection includes a knob, lever and two grip styles for doors, plus two pairs of pulls and one knob option for cabinets.

9. The DP128 Round Top from **MOCKETT** is a versatile design that comes in a drawer pull or cabinet handle. Made with a solid-cast construction for a strong but lightweight performance, DP128 comes in antique brown, satin nickel, satin stainless steel, matte chrome, polished chrome and antique silver.